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The B2B buyer’s journey is complex and in flux – for buyers, 
marketers, and salespeople. Technology, ranging from the 
ubiquity of the Internet to the rise of marketing automation and 
customer relationship management platforms, is driving much of 
this change. 

With the Internet, social media, and mobile, buyers have new 
ways to research their purchases, educate themselves on 
options in the market, and buy products and services. Forrester 
Research says that 90 percent of the buyer’s journey may be 
complete before a prospect reaches out to a salesperson. 

Marketers have marketing automation, data management 
platforms, and other technologies to gain insight into and help 
shape buyer behavior. Ashu Garg, partner at Foundation Capital, 
estimates that CMOs will be spending $120 billion per year on 
marketing technology by 2025. Marketers are often investing in 
this technology to boost their multi-channel nurturing efforts (via 
email, display and social advertising), which have become more 
important as so much of the buyer’s journey has moved online. 

And salespeople have customer relationship management 
software and other technologies to optimize the selling process 
and identify buyers (and influencers) most likely to purchase. 
According to Forbes Insights research, 55 percent of executives 
are investing in sales enablement technology to boost sales 
productivity, and 53 percent are investing specifically in 
customer relationship management software. 

InTRoDUc TIon

ReThInk The B2B
BUyeR’S JoURney

All of these advances in technology have changed the way buyers, 
marketers, and salespeople act – and interact with each other.  

With this research, we have examined how the buyer’s journey has 
changed, how it has impacted the relationships between buyers, 
marketers, and salespeople, and – ultimately – how sales and marketing 
teams must rethink their relationships with buyers and with each other. 

We conducted a global study that involved surveying more than 6,000 
buyers, marketers, and salespeople in Australia, Canada, France, 
Germany, India, the United Kingdom, and the United States. (All data 
in this report is global). This extensive research examined how the 
buyer’s journey has changed and how it has affected the relationships 
between all three groups. 

the research indicates that marketers must rethink three main 
elements of their strategies: 

• Rethink the B2B Buying PRocess
• Rethink content MaRketing and social Media
• Rethink sales and MaRketing alignMent
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Our research indicates that buyers are surprisingly positive about their relationships with vendors, but there is room for improvement. 
Buyers desire more expertise and consultation about the factors transforming their industries. Because making buying decisions is a team 
game involving many parts of the organization, vendors need to deliver the knowledge the buyers crave throughout the organizations 
they’re targeting. 

It’s true buyers want product information, but this type of info is table stakes. Buyers also want deeper knowledge in the form of thought 
leadership, and marketers need to deliver it. In developing and distributing a variety of content, marketers should not overlook the power 
of social media, which factors in every stage of the purchase process, from awareness to implementation.  

Buyers like their vendors more than you might think, with 84 percent describing their relationship 
with vendors as “very good” or “good.” There is, however, room for improvement, because 56 
percent of buyers say that the relationship is simply “good.” 

It’s a complex world, and buyers thirst for knowledge: “subject matter expert” and “provides valuable 
consulting, education, and tools” rank high in what buyers want from vendors

Rethink the B2B Buying PRocess

There are many internal influences on buying decisions. Our research shows, based on the industry, 3.1 
to 4.6 additional groups, such as IT, finance, and HR, inside a company influence the purchase process, 
which means that marketers and salespeople must educate more than the primary decision maker. 

There’s a disconnect between buyers and marketers as to what constitutes effective content. 
Marketers lean toward case studies, while buyers prefer product information and product demos to 
help them make purchase decisions.

Rethink content MaRketing and social Media

Influential content varies at different stages of the buying process, but social media is front and 
center at every stage, from awareness to selection to implementation. 
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Nurturing leads has changed. Once the sole domain of the sales team, nurturing is increasingly a task for marketing as the buyer’s journey has 
moved online. Sales and marketing agree that nurturing involves relationship building, but on average marketers use an expanded definition of 
what nurturing involves, pointing to an opportunity for further alignment.

Where divergence occurs between marketing and sales is in their views on what constitutes lead 
nurturing. Compared with salespeople, marketers tend to have a broader definition of lead nurturing 
that includes segmenting audiences, synchronizing messages, and using a variety of online tactics, 
such as automated email messaging and targeted display, and social advertising. 

86 percent of marketers report aligned relationships with salespeople, and 80 percent of salespeople 
report aligned relationships with marketing. 

Rethink sales and MaRketing alignMent and nuRtuRing

Read on to take a deeper dive in the complex buyer’s journey and how buyers, marketers and salespeople must rethink how they interact in 
this age of incredible technological growth and rapidly evolving best practices. 
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aTTenTIon VenDoRS: BUyeRS lIke 
yoU, They Really lIke yoU
(But theRe’s RooM foR iMPRoveMent)

This may be the most surprising finding in this 
survey: The overwhelming majority of buyers say 
their relationships with vendors are either very 
good (28 percent) or good (56 percent). That’s 84 
percent. Perhaps, after years of preaching customer-
focus, B2B marketers and salespeople are doing 
more than talking the talk and are finally walking the 
walk of taking care of customers. It’s also likely that 
technology, multiple communication channels, and 
online help centers and community sites have helped 
scale customer support.

At the same time, there is room for improvement. 
Only about a quarter of buyers said their relationships 
were “very good” with twice as many describing their 
relationships with their vendors as simply “good.”

chaPteR 2

ReThInk The B2B 
Buying PRocess

28% 15%

56%

33%

14%

49%

how Buyers Rate Their
Relationships with Vendors

over Time
how Buyers Rate Their

Relationships with Vendors

very good
Stronger

good

Slightly
Stronger

fair

no change
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It may even be more surprising that almost half of buyers (48 percent) said their relationships with vendors are either growing “stronger” 
or “slightly stronger.” Only 3 percent said their relationships with vendors were in decline. At the top of the reasons for these buyer-vendor 
relationships growing stronger were trust (52 percent) and personal relationships (45 percent).    

In the few cases where the buyer-vendor relationship was getting weaker, the top two reasons for the decline were “lack of responsiveness” 
(31 percent) and “financial terms” (30 percent). 

Reasons BuyeRs give foR vendoR Rel ationshiPs get ting stRongeR

Reasons BuyeRs give foR vendoR Rel ationshiPs get ting WeakeR

trust

Responsiveness

personal 
relationships

Quality
Improvements

Value For
the Money

52%

45%

43%

38%

45%

Financial
terms

Value For
the Money

Innovation

31%

30%

23%

20%

28%

Lack Of
Responsiveness

Speed Of
Delivery
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Understanding precisely what buyers want from their vendors and why they engage with them has separated great companies from 
also-rans. We asked the question of buyers, “What are the important factors in your willingness to engage with a vendor?” Their top four 
answers, shown below, provide some insight.

Rules of engageMent: BuyeRs Want knoWledge

the 4 Most iMPoRtant factoRs foR BuyeRs’ Willingness
to engage With a vendoR

The top four answers from buyers indicate that what buyers really want is to know more. Each of the top four answers has language that 
refers to knowledge in some way: “understands,” “subject matter expert,” “knows,” and “provides valuable… education.” The answers 
to this question support the concept put forward in the book, The Challenger Sale, which makes the case that the most successful B2B 
salespeople are challengers who show their prospects that there’s a better way than the status quo. The most effective salespeople – and 
the most successful companies – make their customers smarter and give them an edge on their competition.  

26% understands my company’s business model

25% Knows my company’s products/services

25% Is a subject matter expert/thought leader

25% Provides valuable consultation, education, or tools Automotiv
e
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dePaRtMents iMPac ting the PuRchase decision vaRy By industRy
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The B2B buying process is a collaborative one. In addition to consulting peers on social media, B2B buyers work with colleagues inside their 
companies when making purchase decisions. Our research showed that the number of additional groups (such as information technology, 
finance, and human resources) inside a company that influence a purchase decision ranges from 3.1 in the services sector to 4.6 in 
manufacturing or 4.5 in cloud computing. Healthcare (4.2), marketing and advertising (4.1), and financial services-commercial banking (4.0) 
also ranked high for collaborative buying. 

The takeaway from this research finding is that marketers – and salespeople – cannot be content with finding the key decision maker and 
directing the message at him or her. B2B marketers must reach the broader buying group, which means targeted their message at scale to 
every part of a company that can wield influence on the final buying decision.  

if vendoRs aRen’t knoWn coMPany Wide, they’Re not knoWn
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The chart below shows that the departments that have the most influence on buying decisions across vertical industries. Information 
technology, finance, and business development are the three departments that wield the most influence on buying decisions. 

toP dePaRtMents included in the t yPical Buying decision

Finance 31%

Accounting 23%

operations 22%

Administrative 21%

32%
Information

Tecnology

26%
business

Development
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The departments that most impact the purchase decision vary from industry to industry. In the technology industry, for instance, the top 
three departments with influence on the buying decision are information technology, finance, and engineering. But in the financial services 
vertical, the top three departments influencing purchase decisions are finance, accounting, and business development.  The implications 
are clear: Buying decisions are made across the organization, and that means that marketers and salespeople must get their message to all 
the influential groups in the organization.

Most influential dePaRtMents on technology Buying decisions 

Most influential dePaRtMents on financial seRvices Buying decisions

Reasons BuyeRs give foR vendoR Rel ationshiPs get ting stRongeR

Finance

Accounting

it

Finance

Engineering

Business Development

Business Development

admin

it

56%

52%

26%

30%

25%

23%

21%

28%

46%
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IT’S noT yoU, IT’S yoUR conTenT
Buyers crave information. But the information they’re getting 
from marketers and salespeople is not necessarily the 
information they want served to them at the time they want 
it. Our research indicates that there is not complete alignment 
in what is the most useful and effective content in the 
buying process. 

Marketers and advertising agencies have long disparaged 
“speeds-and-feeds” advertising that touts features over benefits. 
But our research shows that buyers do want this kind of detailed 
product information – as they perform their own online research, 
they eventually crave technical details about products and 
how they work. In identifying the three types of content they 
preferred, buyers most often selected “product info, features, 
functions” (35 percent), followed by “demos” (31 percent). 

The content buyers say they want differs from the content 
marketers and sellers believe is effective. For instance, only 24 
percent of marketers believe product info makes for effective 
sales content, which is 11 percentage points lower than the 
opinion of buyers. Similarly, just 18 percent of marketers say that 
demos are effective, which is 13 percentage points lower than 
buyers. Salespeople are more in alignment with buyers – off 4 
percentage points on product info content and 8 percentage 
points on demo content. (Part of the problem may be that 
marketers and salespeople aren’t using the right metrics to 

chaPteR 3

ReThInk conTenT 
MaRketing

measure the impact of their tactics – so they don’t fully grasp what is 
working, and what isn’t).

The content that marketers believe is most effective is the case study. 
Twenty-seven percent of marketers place case studies in their top 
three, while just 19 percent of buyers do, a differential of 8 percent. 
Salespeople are big believers in peer testimonials, but their support (23 
percent) differs by seven percentage points compared to the value that 
buyers place on that particular content format (16 percent).

Marketers know that they generate massive downloads from thought 
leadership and educational content, so it’s clear that buyers do want this 
kind of upper funnel content from their vendors. The bottom line is that 
buyers want both product information and thought leadership content. 
Common sense shows that buyers need both kinds of content to make 
their purchase decisions. Product information, data sheets and demos, 
are table stakes – the baseline information necessary to be among the 
consideration set. But buyers also need broader information to help 
them on the way to making the final purchase decision. 

The implication for marketers is that they must have their message 
present throughout the full funnel, from awareness and thought 
leadership content in the upper funnel to data sheets and demos in the 
lower funnel. This is how to assemble a complete marketing program.
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MoST effec TIVe SaleS conTenT
Sales and Marketing emphasize case studies and testimonials. 

Buyers find product information and demos effective. 

T yPE OF CONTENT*

Product info, Features, Functions

Demos

best practices

Case studies

expert opinions

Product Ratings/Reviews

peer testimonials

MARKETINGsalesbuyers

35% 31% 24%-4% -11%

31% 23% 18%-8% -13%

20% 18% 13%-2% -7%

19% 24% 27%5% 8%

18% 19% 18%1% 0

16% 13% 14%-3% -2%

16% 23% 18%7% 2%

Difference between 
sales and buyers

* Buyers, salespeople, and marketers each chose their top three content preferences.

Difference between 
Marketing and Buyers
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influential content channel s vaRy By Buying stage

toP 3 content channel s PRefeRRed By BuyeRs in each stage of the funnel

It’s clear that buyers desire a range of content types. Now, let’s examine what our research showed about what content channels buyers use 
and at what point in the buying process they use specific channels. 

The preferred content channel varies by buying stage. Our research found that only social media and information sharing across the buyer’s 
organization figured in the top three content sources in each of the five stages of the path to purchase: awareness, scope, plan, select, 
implement. The fact that social media and information sharing across the buyer’s organization are top content sources shows that the B2B 
buying process is extremely collaborative: It is a team sport. Buyers are increasingly looking to social channels for information and guidance 
from their peers and broader networks. Decision makers consult their peers and colleagues both inside and outside of their companies to 
gather information about the products and services they are considering. 

aWaReness

scoPe

Pl an

Selec T

iMPleMent

Social Usage67%
Info Sharing
across
Organization

67% online search65%

Info Sharing
across
Organization56% Social Usage48%online search54%

Info Sharing
across
Organization

56% Social Usage42%online search47%

Info Sharing
across
Organization

50% Social Usage41%online search44%

Info Sharing
across
Organization

56% Social Usage32%
Company/
Vendor
Websites
or Content

33%
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BuyeR’s social Media usage By PuRchase
PRocess Phase

aWaReness

scoPe

Pl an

Selec T

iMPleMent

There’s an opportunity for salespeople and 
marketers to encourage the use of social 
media during the implementation phase. 32%

41%

42%

48%

67%
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Our research found a strong correlation between buyers who used social media and those who have stronger relationships with their 
vendors. Further, LinkedIn research found that buyers who are LinkedIn members tend to be extremely engaged with the social network. 
They are, for instance, 9.2 times more likely than the average LinkedIn user to share content, 2.2 times more likely to read Pulse, and more 
likely to engage with mobile, viewing 7.2 times more pages more pages on smartphones.  

the iMPoRtance of Being social 

they aRe also MoRe highly engaged than the aveRage linkedin MeMBeR

Buyers Are 7.2X
More Connected than the 
typical linkedin Member

Buyers Are 9.2X
More likely to share than the 

typical linkedin Member

5.8X More likely to
Follow Companies

2.9X More likely to
Engage With inMail

7.2X More Mobile
Page Views
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Social media usage also appears to have a positive impact on the strength of buyer-vendor relationships. The overall number of buyers who 
said their relationship with vendors was growing stronger over time totaled 48 percent. If those buyers used social, that figure increased to 55 
percent. If those buyers did not use social, that figure tumbled to 34 percent. 

iMPact of social usage on BuyeR RelationshiPs

Relationships with vendors
growing stronger versus last year

use soCial no soCial

55%

34%

social Media’s Positive iMPact on BuyeR-vendoR RelationshiPs
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chaPteR 4

ReThInk SaleS anD 
MaRketing alignMent

Marketing departments and sales departments have often struggled for alignment. Sales often says that marketing’s leads could be 
better, and marketing thinks sales could follow up on leads more diligently. But our research found, somewhat surprisingly, that sales and 
marketing do get along. Almost nine in 10 marketers (86 percent) report aligned relationships with sales, and 80 percent of salespeople 
report the same of their relationship with marketing. 

Lead nurturing has changed. Prior to the Internet age, marketers generated leads and salespeople nurtured them – often during mythic 
three-martini lunches. At these lunches, salespeople entertained prospects, filled them in on industry information, and ultimately tried to 
sell their product. Now, because the buyer’s journey has shifted online, much of the lead nurturing process takes place in the digital world, 
where marketers – often through content marketing, which some have called the new three-martini lunch – engage, entertain, educate, and 
attempt to sell prospects.

But all is not in perfect alignment between sales and marketing. Even though 80 percent of salespeople said they were aligned with 
marketing, many of the same issues as always persist. Almost four in 10 salespeople (38 percent) say that marketing does not provide 
enough quality leads. 

MaRketing and sales aRe aligned, But not coMPletely

MaRketeRs aRe a nuRtuRing gRouP 

Of Marketers Report Aligned
relationships With sales

Of Sellers Report Aligned
Relationships With Marketing86% 80%

Marketing Does Not Provide
Enough Quality Leads 38%
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The conventional wisdom confines lead nurturing to email. But many marketers now nurture prospects via multi-channel nurturing, which is 
the act of communicating with prospects not yet ready to buy through a wide variety of channels beyond email – such as display and social 
advertising, search, and mobile ads. 

The chart below shows a granular look at how marketers and salespeople differ in their definitions of lead nurturing. Salespeople view lead 
nurturing through the lens of building relationships. Marketers see lead nurturing in that way, too, but they are more likely to look at the 
online techniques of lead nurturing, which includes the processes of synchronizing messaging and segmenting audiences. 

hoW sales and MaRketing diffeR in theiR definitions
of lead nuRtuRing

Building Relationships
Over Time

Delivering Prospects Relevant
Info To Move Them Through

the purchase process

Synchronizing Messaging And
Content across Channels
(Multichannel Nurturing)

Segmenting Audiences
Based On Demographic Or

Behavioral Date

74%

55%

28%

28%

67%

62%

45%

39%

sales

Marketing
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32%

30%

25%

12%

Marketers

2%

42%

31%

17%

8%

sales

selected all

3/4 Selected

2/4 Selected

1/4 Selected

none3%

MaRketeRs have BRoadeR definitions of lead nuRtuRing than salesPeoPle do
Our research found that marketers, who are living on the front lines of multi-channel lead nurturing, define lead nurturing much more broadly 
than salespeople do. In the survey, 37 percent of marketers selected three-quarters or more of the definitions of lead nurturing (which include 
email, telephone and display and social advertising), while only 25 percent of salespeople did. 

This next chart shows that salespeople who have a broader definition of multi-channel nurturing are in organizations that have a stronger 
alignment between the sales and marketing teams. This disconnect between sales and marketing regarding multi-channel nurturing implies 
that some salespeople may not fully grasp how marketing is adding value through scaled nurturing activity and readying prospects to speak to 
sales, which may explain some of the misalignment between sales and marketing. It also is a missed opportunity for improving that alignment. 
The remedy is for both sides to embrace the broader definition of lead nurturing and implement processes to help marketing nurture 
prospects more effectively to deliver to sales leads that are far more likely to turn into paying customers.  

hoW BRoad aRe salesPeoPle’s and MaRketeRs’ definitions of lead nuRtuRing?
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The use of multi-channel nurturing by salespeople is an indicator of strong alignment between sales and marketing. Of salespeople 
who embrace multi-channel nurturing, 42 percent report a “well aligned” relationship with marketing. Among those in sales who did 
not use multi-channel marketing, just 28 percent said they had a “well aligned” relationship with marketing. Similarly, 71 percent of 
salespeople who use multi-channel nurturing reported their relationship with marketing is growing stronger, while just 47 percent of 
salespeople who do not use multi-channel nurturing say their relationship with marketing 
is growing stronger.

use of Multi-channel nuRtuRing By salesPeoPle indicates stRongeR 
alignMent With MaRketing

42%

71%

28%

47%

salesPeoPle Who 
RePoRted a 

“Well aligned” RelationshiP 
With MaRketing

salesPeoPle Who RePoRted 
theiR RelationshiP 
With MaRketing is 
getting stRongeR

Salespeople who use multi-channel nurturing

Salespeople who don’t use multi-channel nurturing
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Sales process technology -- the most prominent example of which is customer relationship management platforms -- is still growing in 
adoption. One theory holds that a key benefit of these technologies is that their installation provides an opportunity for sales and marketing 
departments to work together and to have a common view of the buyer’s journey. And in working together, these teams can arrive at an 
agreement on how these technologies will be used to improve their alignment and to sharpen their focus on the customer. Our research 
supports this theory. Across the board, buyers, marketers, and salespeople who report they are knowledgeable about sales technology 
have significantly stronger relationships – and the technology itself appears to be a catalyst for bolstering those relationships. 

Across all groups, those who are knowledgeable about sales technology (dark blue) were far more likely to report relationships that have 
grown stronger in the past year compared with those who are less knowledgeable about sales process technology (light blue).

technology dRives closeR RelationshiPs and alignMent

buyers With Vendors Marketing With Sales Sales With Marketing

64%

77%

71%

37%

55%
52%

Knowledgeable about sales process technology

Less knowledgeable about sales process technology

PeRcent RePoRting RelationshiPs gRoWing stRongeR in the Past yeaR
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Our research confirmed that technology has transformed the 
buyer’s journey and how buyers, marketers, and salespeople 
interact. The conclusions should lead marketers to rethink the way 
they approach buying teams, how they create content and use 
social media, how they deploy multi-channel nurturing, and how 
they align with their sales teams.

Rethink the Buying teaM
Although buyers are surprisingly positive about their 
relationships with vendors, there’s room for improvement. 
Because our research found that buyers desire more 
knowledge about the products and services that are 
transforming their industries, both the marketing and 
sales teams should strive to provide the information their 
prospects crave. And vendors can’t be content providing 
this information only to the main decision makers – this 
information has to be delivered throughout the organization 
to reach the entire buying team. Remember that making 
buying decisions is a team game, which clearly means that 
marketers must deliver relevant messages to the entire 
buying team.    
takeaWays foR MaRketeRs: 
•  Prioritize delivering authentic and helpful knowledge your prospects crave
•  Strive to reach the entire buying team, not just the key decision maker

Rethink content MaRketing
anD SocIal MeDIa
The research indicates that buyers want product information, but 
this kind of information is table stakes. Buyers also want deeper 
knowledge – “thought leadership” and “education” from their 
vendors – so marketers must deliver a variety of content, which 

conclUSIon

ReThInk The 
B2B BUyeR’S JoURney

ranges from product demos to sophisticated thought leadership offers. 
In developing and distributing content, marketers should not overlook 
the power of social media, which buyers say they use in every stage of 
the purchase process, from awareness to implementation. In particular, 
research showed that buyers are extremely engaged with LinkedIn as a 
platform to connect with peers and to share content. 

takeaWays foR MaRketeRs: 
• Deliver a full range of content, from product demos to case studies
   to thought leadership
• Leverage social media throughout the entire buying process

Rethink nuRtuRing and sales alignMent
Nurturing has changed. That’s clear. What used to be the sole domain of 
the sales team is increasingly marketing’s bailiwick as the buyer’s journey 
has moved online. And effective marketers are moving their nurturing 
efforts beyond email nurturing to display and social advertising and 
other forms of multi-channel nurturing. With marketing more involved 
in the nurturing phase of the buyer’s journey, alignment between 
marketing and sales is more important than ever. Our research shows 
that the higher level of sophistication that marketers and salespeople 
have in multi-channel nurturing indicates greater alignment between the 
two teams.    

takeaWays foR MaRketeRs: 
• Sales and marketing should align on a broader definition of nurturing –
   beyond classic relationship building
• Deploy marketing and sales technology to drive better alignment
   and stronger results
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For this research, we conducted 6,375 10-minute online surveys. About half of the sample (3,210) were LinkedIn members, and the other 
half (3,165) were selected from Ipsos’ database (many of whom also happened to be LinkedIn members. The surveys were in the field from 
July-August 2015. The targets were B2B buyers, marketers, and salespeople at mid-sized to enterprise companies around the globe.  

All of the buyers surveyed are involved in B2B purchases with 64 percent setting strategy and 44 percent authorizing purchases. Almost 
nine in 10 were manager level and above, and the majority (57 percent) worked at enterprise companies with 1,000 or more employees. 
And about one-quarter is from the tech sector. 

aPPendiX: Methodology

BUyeRS

Methodology
Global 10-Minute Online Survey 

Using LinkedIn and External 
b2b sample

Decision Maker
Stage Involvement

top industries

From Enterprises
(1000+)

From Tech
industry

Financial
Services

From Services From 
Manufacturing

Manager Level
Or Above

Research
Total Global Sample: n=6,375

LinkedIn Sample: n=3,210
Ipsos External Sample: n=3,165

Fieldwork: July - Aug, 2015

Targeting
Mid-size To Enterprise

Employees Who Classify As A Buyer, 
Marketer, Or Seller To B2B Clients

SETTING BUDGETS

CHOOSING VENDORS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SETTING STRATEGy

AUTH. PURCHASES

researCh

48%

54%

65%

64%

44%

45%

57%

22% 22%

14% 14%

87%
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sales role

Online Marketing
Programs

responsibility

top industries

top industries

From Enterprises
(1000+)

From Enterprises
(1000+)

From Tech
industry

From Tech
industry

Financial
Services

Financial
Services

From Services

From Services

From 
Manufacturing

From 
Manufacturing

Manager Level
Or Above

Manager Level
Or Above

b2b only

CLIENT-SIDE

SALES/BD IN BANKING/INSURANCE/FINSERV

Create

sales or bD role in other CoMpany

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

b2b anD b2C

AGENCy

BD IN CONSULTING/LAW FIRM

plan

eValuate & reCoMMenD

DeCiDe

48%

75%

54%

52%

65%

56%

64%

25%

44%

56%

61%

62%

46%

46%

23%

22%

20%

12%

14%

13%

12%

11%

87%

87%

The majority of the B2B marketers surveyed had responsibility for online marketing programs, with 62 percent as decision makers and 61 
percent evaluating and recommending programs. A large majority of marketers surveyed were client-side, with 25 percent coming from the 
agency side. About half (46 percent) were from enterprises, and almost nine in 10 were manager level and above. And about one-quarter is 
from the tech sector.

All of the salespeople surveyed sell B2B products or services but a significant minority (45 percent) also sell B2C products or services. 
About half (46 percent) work at enterprise companies, and almost nine in 10 are manager level or above. And about one-quarter are from 
the tech sector.   

MaRkeTeRS

salesPeoPle
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Today, LinkedIn members number more than 400+ million 
professionals. That’s over one-half of the 600 million 
professionals on the planet, representing the largest group 
anywhere of influential, affluent and educated people.

For more information, visit marketing.linkedin.com

http://marketing.linkedin.com
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